SMART Dashboard for Security Professionals
Sensor Monitoring, Alerting, and Reporting Technology

FAST RESOLUTION FOR SYSTEM STATUS AND PERFORMANCE ISSUES

Vunetrix Network Monitor (VNM) continuously scans the status, activity, and performance of every IP security device and application on your security network. By making system status and performance visible and easily understandable, VNM speeds time to resolution, mitigates risk, and enables more effective management.

THE SMART APPROACH

ASSESS
SEE and Understand System Performance

ALERT
DETECT System Performance Issues

ACT
RESOLVE System Issues Rapidly and Effectively

ASSESS
SEE AND UNDERSTAND SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

VNM’s highly visible dashboard offers unprecedented visibility into the status and performance of all IP security devices and applications, as well as the security network as a whole. Color-coding and graphic representation make it easy to understand the normal state, so Technicians and Security Officers can establish benchmarks and thresholds as well as alerts to be triggered if those thresholds are breached.

ALERT
DETECT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ISSUES

The real-time alerting system serves as a “check engine” light for Security, providing highly detailed notifications of specific system performance issues.

- Camera not recording
- Hard drive space is low
- Hard drives are in pre-failure state and need replacing
- UPS battery life is low
- Security device performance is abnormal
- Services are hung, causing unresponsive applications
- Network switch is experiencing bottlenecks

ACT
RESOLVE SYSTEM ISSUES RAPIDLY AND EFFECTIVELY

Armed with a deeper understanding of security system performance, coupled with real-time alerting, Security teams can respond to system performance issues immediately and proactively. In other words, the right information gets to the right people quickly for a collaborative response before your environment is further compromised and before a security event occurs.

Interested in learning more about Vunetrix?
Call today and receive a FREE Demo.
VUNETRIX NETWORK MONITOR ARCHITECTURE

The complete Vunetrix Network Monitor (VNM) solution includes patented Core hardware and Probe software. The Probe software pings devices and applications to collect performance data and communicates securely with the Core – which processes device metrics and alerts, stores data, and authenticates/controls users and groups. System performance and status information is made visible and actionable via the Vunetrix SMART Dashboard.

REPORTING

Vunetrix enables Technicians and Security professionals to create sharable documentation of how the security system is performing as well as any issues that arise and the resulting resolutions.

Reporting Capabilities
- Automated or on-demand
- Daily, weekly, or monthly data windows

Benefits
- Demonstrates the value of security investments
- Provides historical data to improve budgeting and forecasting
- Helps address compliance mandates

DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS

SECURE HOSTED SERVICES
Vunetrix provides secure monitoring and support.
- SaaS - Internet-based
- No capital investment
- Pay only for what you use

ON PREMISE / LICENSED SOFTWARE
Client performs system performance monitoring and support in-house.
- Ideal for highly secure/closed networks
- Installed on physical or virtual machine meeting minimum requirements
- Sold in bundles of cameras

Vunetrix is ideal for any business or organization with IP security equipment, critical infrastructure, a regulated environment, liability concerns, high performance and reliability demands, and siloed security departments.

Interested in learning more about Vunetrix?
Call today and receive a FREE Demo.